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Status: Closed Start date: 2013-08-18

Priority: Should have Due date:  

Assignee: Francois Suter % Done: 100%

Category: Frontend Estimated time: 0.00 hour

Target version: 6.2.0   

PHP Version: 5.3 Complexity: medium

Tags:  Sprint Focus:  

Description

In TYPO3 6.2, system categories have been activated by default for pages. The Core should deliver at least a minimal way of using

that information. I thereby propose to introduce a new type of menu for the menu/sitemap content element, which makes it possible

to select one or more categories and display a list of relevant pages.

Related issues:

Related to TYPO3 Core - Bug #51524: Add forgotten utility class for categorie... Closed 2013-08-29

Associated revisions

Revision 20a919d2 - 2013-08-29 09:07 - Francois Suter

[FEATURE] Add categories-based menu

Now that system categories are activated by default for pages,

provide a simple way of display categorized pages with a new

typee of menu for the menu/sitemap content element.

The rendering uses a new type of special HMENU called "categories",

which means that it is also possible to create categories-based

menus in pure TypoScript.

Resolves: #51161

Documentation: #51162

Releases: 6.2

Change-Id: I137158f39607ad65dff13a604210a647cb8dda6f

Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/23184

Reviewed-by: Mattias Nilsson

Tested-by: Mattias Nilsson

Reviewed-by: Stefan Neufeind

Tested-by: Stefan Neufeind

History

#1 - 2013-08-18 22:18 - Gerrit Code Review

- Status changed from Accepted to Under Review

Patch set 1 for branch master has been pushed to the review server.

It is available at https://review.typo3.org/23184

#2 - 2013-08-28 22:08 - Gerrit Code Review

Patch set 2 for branch master has been pushed to the review server.

It is available at https://review.typo3.org/23184

#3 - 2013-08-29 09:30 - Francois Suter

- Status changed from Under Review to Resolved

- % Done changed from 0 to 100

Applied in changeset 20a919d236e0b64cfb1914d28517a3fd4b32e197.

#4 - 2017-10-23 21:47 - Riccardo De Contardi
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- Status changed from Resolved to Closed
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